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The University of Bridgeport’s Office of Advancement is built upon the belief that great institutions are predicated upon great communities. As such, Advancement strives to cultivate a broad base of support for UB among alumni, students, parents, and friends of the University. Working with dedicated advocates, Advancement moves the institution forward through the creation of transformative philanthropic programs and partnerships. These initiatives provide essential resources for new construction projects, faculty retention, faculty recruitment, and innovative programs that guide students from education to career.
Dear Friends,

The University of Bridgeport is a special place with a history of excellence. Our graduates go on to graduate school, public service, and have fulfilling careers. We are a place that opens the doors of educational opportunity and transforms the lives of students and their families. 

For 92 years, the University has continually evolved to meet the needs of our student population. Today, our students represent the rich diversity of the country and globe, but more than 50 percent of the graduating class come from Connecticut, with almost 15 percent from Bridgeport. Like many other colleges and universities, our student population is changing. Over 50 percent of the class of 2019 was composed of Latino and African American students, 10 percent higher than the national average. More than half of the class was Pell-eligible and American students, 10 percent higher than the national average. More than half of the class was Pell-eligible and American students, 10 percent higher than the national average. More than half of the class was Pell-eligible and American students, 10 percent higher than the national average. More than half of the class was Pell-eligible and American students, 10 percent higher than the national average.

Our students are smart, focused, brave, and absolutely inspiring. They are the reason why I get out of bed in the morning. Nothing brings me greater pleasure than the opportunity to chat with them during my open office hours, eat lunch with them in Marina Dining Hall, or sit with them at a women’s soccer game. Our students are eager to make a difference and apply their education to make their communities and the world better places. Joy is a word that I often associate with what we do here at the University of Bridgeport. It is a joy for the faculty, staff, and my senior leadership group to create opportunities for our students to flourish—no matter where their educational journey may take them. It is a joy to watch our students walk across the stage at Commencement to receive their degrees. It is a joy to watch a student’s future unfold before their eyes.

There is joy in being a part of the incredible journey that our students embark upon when they join the community of Purple Knights. Mark Twain once said, “To get the full value of joy you must have someone to divide it with.” The generous philanthropy of alumni, donors, and friends of the University is so important to the work that we do every day to help our students achieve their greatest individual potential. University of Bridgeport students make this the special place that it is.

The University of Bridgeport is committed to providing an outstanding education to students who will become globally minded and socially conscious citizens of tomorrow. Our students and graduates represent the diversity that strengthens and enriches our campus and global community. I invite you to continue to share joy with the University of Bridgeport. We are a special place because of the financial support of our community, and I hope that we can count on you to be a partner in the ongoing success of the institution.

Joyfully,

Laura Skandera Trombley
President

2018-19 was one of UB’s strongest years on record. Read on!
UB ADVANCEMENT BY THE NUMBERS

A Record-Breaking Year in Fundraising for the Purple Knights

Annual Fund

“This is the largest amount ever raised for UB’s Annual Fund. There were a couple major factors contributing to our success—a record-breaking Day of Giving, and a renewed focus on outreach. We conveyed to our advocates the importance of annual giving to the UB mission.”

Marie Muhvic
Vice President for Advancement

The Office of Advancement raised $400,931 for the Annual Fund this year. This is a 44% increase over last fiscal year and a 160% increase over Advancement’s goal of $250,000.

Major Gifts

“Major gifts of $50,000 or more have a big role to play at this institution. We are pleased to report that we exceeded our goal by more than three-fold. Major gifts this year have been earmarked for scholarships, the business school, the bowling alley restoration project, and the Bridgeport Plan. We also received major gifts for the Inauguration Fund and from corporate foundations…” – M.M.
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Participation

In FY 2019 the Office of Advancement organized 23 events with a total of 1,147 attendees.

Class years that gave the most in FY 2019:

‘60
‘71
‘84

This represents a 17% increase in alumni participation over last fiscal year.

FY 2017
600 DONORS
FY 2018
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FY 2019
708 DONORS
A Day of Giving for the Record Books

Their eyes were fixed upon their computer screens as they waited for the magic number—five-hundred. When it finally arrived, they burst into cheers.

NO, THIS WASN'T THE STOCK MARKET. It was UB’s Office of Advancement meeting its goal of five hundred donations for the third annual Day of Giving on May 1, 2019. It was the most successful Day of Giving to date, yielding 548 donations worth a grand total of $78,499. The money will fund vital programs and services at UB, directly enhancing the student experience.

“What made our Day of Giving remarkable was the support from our entire community,” said Ryan Zapolski, director of Annual Giving for the Office of Advancement. “From alumni to parents to current students and faculty and staff, everyone played a part in making a difference at UB. And that is what makes the UB community special.”

New to this year’s Day of Giving was the use of a text-to-give option, making it easier for people to participate throughout the day. As Zapolski observes, this option will become increasingly important as more people rely on their smartphones for financial transactions.

Five generous donor challenges unlocked an additional $5,000 for each one hundred donors to pledge. President Laura Skandera Trombley and James Loh ‘74 contributed the first two challenges; an anonymous donor contributed the final three.

The 24-hour event was punctuated by amusing social media fanfare. For every 100-donor milestone, UB social media accounts released a video of President Trombley’s bulldog, Miss Wrinkles, decked out in Purple Knight finery.

LIKE SO MANY COLLEGE STUDENTS TODAY, Susan Heckman O’Hara worried a lot about covering her out-of-state tuition when she attended UB in the 1980s. In addition to taking classes, Heckman O’Hara worked at various times as a bartender, a waitress, and a residential assistant to pay down her expenses. “I remember at one time I had $50 in the bank,” she said. “Paying my way through school really taught me my work ethic.”

Still, Heckman O’Hara ’84 said that the delicate balancing act of work and school at times compromised her academic performance. Now, after an illustrious career in fashion merchandising and marketing, and after becoming a UB trustee, Heckman O’Hara is taking bold steps to help UB students in similar situations.

In her most recent gift, Heckman O’Hara pledged $250,000 for the establishment of the Bridgeport Plan, a student support center that will enhance UB’s services in career counseling and academic tutoring. It will be located in the second floor of the Wahlstrom Library and is scheduled to open this fall.

Reflecting on her own experiences, Heckman O’Hara said that additional tutoring support created by the Bridgeport Plan will be of great benefit to the many working students at UB. The new center, she added, will also help UB improve retention of students from underprivileged backgrounds.

548 donations
> $78K raised in 24 hours
...and 5 costume changes for Miss Wrinkles

MAKING AN IMPACT

UB Alumna Founds New Student Support Center

“I remember one time I had $50 in the bank. Paying my way through school really taught me my work ethic.”
Recently Heckman O’Hara found out through an e-mail thread that the Bridgeport Plan would be named after her—the Heckman Center for the Bridgeport Plan. “I was practically in tears,” she said. “It really was so touching. I never expected that.”

Heckman O’Hara graduated with a B.S in fashion merchandising, after which she became a buyer for G. Fox Department Stores. She then went on to a 15-year career in sports marketing services at International Marketing Systems, Ltd., a Shelton food sourcing firm owned by her husband Thomas O’Hara, also a UB alumnus, trustee, and longtime donor. Heckman O’Hara is currently director of marketing services at International Marketing Systems, Ltd., a Shelton food sourcing firm owned by her husband Thomas O’Hara, also a UB alumnus, trustee, and longtime donor.

Heckman O’Hara is currently director of marketing services at International Marketing Systems, Ltd., a Shelton food sourcing firm owned by her husband Thomas O’Hara, also a UB alumnus, trustee, and longtime donor. Heckman O’Hara is currently director of marketing services at International Marketing Systems, Ltd., a Shelton food sourcing firm owned by her husband Thomas O’Hara, also a UB alumnus, trustee, and longtime donor.

Heckman O’Hara, who now lives in North Carolina, the state she was born and raised in, would often visit the UB campus with her husband and her sister. Their tour guide was George Estrada, vice president of facilities and UB’s resident guru of Purple Knight history.

Estrada recalls the visit as a moment of reconnection: “They hadn’t been here in so long that everything was new again,” he said. Estrada said Heckman O’Hara has since demonstrated her passion for “having a direct effect on the experience of the student.”

Indeed, Heckman O’Hara said she wanted to get involved with UB to build upon her non-profit work in North Carolina. While she lived there, she co-founded Young Elites of North Carolina, an MBA-style leadership training program for high school girls.

As with the Young Elites, she said, there are many opportunities to make a long-term impact by giving to UB. Since joining the Board of Trustees, Heckman O’Hara has made many generous contributions to UB, including the establishment of the Heckman Family Legacy Scholarship.

Heckman O’Hara became especially inspired about reconnecting with UB after visiting campus with her husband and her sister. Their tour guide was George Estrada, vice president of facilities and UB’s resident guru of Purple Knight history.

Estrada recalls the visit as a moment of reconnection: “They hadn’t been here in so long that everything was new again,” he said. Estrada said Heckman O’Hara has since demonstrated her passion for “having a direct effect on the experience of the student.”

Indeed, Heckman O’Hara said she is excited to see the Bridgeport Plan come to life and help generations of students find meaningful and rewarding careers. “To me, it’s magic.”

The traditional office space was designed for productivity, but not necessarily for sociability. Encased behind a massive wall of a desk, the office worker labors within an almost hermetic solitude. Approaching this employee can be an intimidating enterprise, especially for college students.

With this in mind, planners for a new student support center at UB opted for another model to guide their design choices—the café. “We see that students prefer the coffeeshouse environment,” said Sara Connolly, assistant provost and director of the Heckman Center for the Bridgeport Plan. “The entire idea is that this is a student-owned space.”

Dispensing with traditional desks, architectural renderings for the Bridgeport Plan envision a space designed for movement, comfort, and conversation. There are couches arranged in semicircular formation, coffee tables surrounded by cozy chairs, and collaborative workspaces. Located on the second floor of the Wahlstrom Library, the Bridgeport Plan is slated to open this fall.

Echoing the dynamic nature of its design, the Bridgeport Plan seeks to provide students the wide range of services they need to move successfully from college to career—ranging from tutoring programs to academic advisement to career guidance.

Rather than receive students at their desks, advisors and tutors will walk out to meet them within the open plan. For those who need more privacy, there will be glass-enclosed conference rooms at the perimeter of the space.

The Bridgeport Plan also incorporates ingenious strategies to get students into the space. A new staircase will connect the ground floor of the library to the second floor. Additionally, students will be allowed and encouraged to use a space for general studying. As Connolly observes, students who are more comfortable with the space will be more likely to use its services.

The Bridgeport Plan mission can be divided into two essential components. The first is to provide students essential career preparation services. Toward that end, there will be career counseling and opportunities for job shadowing and internships. The Bridgeport Plan will also schedule alumni showcases in which UB graduates share their career experiences with students.

The second component involves the academic support structure that students need to achieve their career goals. The Bridgeport Plan will thus become UB’s hub for academic advising and tutoring services.

In order to achieve these and other goals, the Bridgeport Plan will bring several UB services under one roof, including career development, first-year seminars, the Bridge Program, the honors program, civic engagement, and community-based service learning.

As part of the Bridgeport Plan, UB is also expanding several existing support services. The tutoring program, for example, will be rolling out more opportunities for embedded tutoring in the classroom. Additionally, new hiring will enable career services staff to spend more time developing UB’s professional networks of employers and internship providers.
Like so much of Bridgeport’s historic architecture, the Gilded Age mansion at 82 Marina Park Circle has deep roots in Connecticut’s industrial past. Before UB acquired it as dormitory housing, it belonged to William Grippin, president of the Bridgeport Malleable Iron Company.

Now, thanks to a $2.3 million gift from Carol and George Bauer, the stately mansion will once again become synonymous with business and industry. This is the new Bauer Hall Innovation Center, a startup incubator for UB’s student entrepreneurs and the Connecticut business community at large.

The Innovation Center will provide aspiring entrepreneurs the resources they need to bring their business plans to fruition. It will provide high-tech business development tools such as graphic design equipment and 3D printers. It will also provide access to game-changing mentorship opportunities. Users will be able to consult with lawyers, accountants, an international trade expert, and four resident entrepreneurs.

One crucial feature of the Innovation Center is that it will foster collaboration between students and the business community, said Elena Cahill, director of the Ernest C. Trefz School of Business. The project, she notes, brings together higher education and private enterprise as major drivers of innovation. “You allow the eco-system to come together at an innovation center,” she said.

For example, a company working at the Innovation Center might ask a computer science student for help with data analysis; conversely, that student might ask the company for help in planning a budget. The net result: networking opportunities for the student and a boost to economic development for the state.

The Innovation Center boasts of four floors and 8,600 square feet of space. The top floor is being reserved as the future home of UB’s Student Entrepreneur Center, currently located on Myrtle Avenue. Opened in 2015, the Entrepreneur Center provides UB students free support services in developing start-up concepts. (Within the Innovation Center, it will continue to be a space dedicated exclusively to students.)

Jonathan Kibwe ’18 made use of the Entrepreneur Center while pursuing his MBA at UB. He said the Center ultimately helped him launch his real estate business, Kibwe Reality. One of the most important aspects of the Entrepreneur Center, he said, is that it provides access to knowledgeable mentors. “They take you step by step,” he said. “If you need to get lawyers, they’ll get you lawyers. They also have space you can use to develop your ideas.”

Kibwe said he was excited to hear plans for the new Innovation Center and hopes that students will take advantage of it. “It’s a big thing for the school and the students,” he said.

George and Carol Bauer announced the gift for the Innovation Center in January of 2018, stating that the investment represented a commitment to the “common good.” The Bauers cited UB’s economic and cultural diversity as a motivating factor in their decision to make the gift. Since the Bauers made their gift, UB has been seeking partners to name rooms within the Innovation Center. Board of Trustees member Michael Kolakowski has since donated to name a conference room. A formal dedication ceremony for the Innovation Center is scheduled for 9 a.m. on the Saturday of Homecoming, September 28.
FOR YEARS, a locked door in the basement of the Cox Student Center was like a portal into the past. Behind it, under a patina of dust, was UB's long-lost bowling alley, shuttered around the year 2000 after an illustrious 40-year history.

Now it’s back. Thanks to a capital project started in the spring of 2019, the University plans to have the bowling alley rebuilt and operational by Homecoming. President Laura Skandera Trombley announced the revival during Homecoming 2018. Reactions were two-fold—astonishment from those who did not know that UB had a bowling alley and nostalgia from alumni who fondly remember the thunderous sound of strikes from the student center.

Michael Schneider ’84 falls in the latter camp, having received physical education credit for an early-morning class at the bowling alley. As he observes in a written remembrance of the beloved lanes:

“Because it was the early 1980s, the alleys did not have any modern amenities: We kept score with pencils on a simple sheet of paper. There was no electronic scoring displayed; that was merciful for me, as my dependably sub-100 scores remained mostly confidential.”

The University is rebuilding most of the bowling alley, though the old hard-wood lanes will remain, said George Estrada, vice president of facilities. Yet even new construction work will re-capture the alley’s retro look. The tile contractor for the project, Daltile, will reproduce the distinctive design pattern that decorated the original bowling alley. Additionally, some of the items from the old bowling alley have been preserved as memorabilia—including old pins and bowling balls.

Estrada said that one of the most important features of the new design is that it provides disability access, creating a more inclusive space.

“I think it will be a very exciting addition to the campus experience,” he said, “not just as an opportunity for competition but also as a space for friends to congregate.”

As part of the fundraising efforts, donors can name a lane for gifts of $5,000 or more. As of press time, UB had six of the eight lanes named. The project also received a major boost from a surprise bequest to UB left by David Furman ’68.

“IT’s been an exciting campaign,” said Marie Muhvic, vice president for advancement. “We received a large six-figure gift this spring from David Furman, which propelled the timeline forward and will allow everyone to enjoy the bowling alley this fall.”

The bowling alley will be open to students, University employees, and the community at large. Plans are also in place for the creation of formal bowling leagues.

To contribute to the bowling alley reconstruction, contact Ryan Zapolski at (203) 576-4542 or at rzapolski@bridgeport.edu. You can also make a donation online at http://give.bridgeport.edu/bowling.
From a young age Cleef and Camina Valbonard learned the value of education. After the Valbonards immigrated to Stamford from Port-au-Prince, Haiti in 2004, Cleef and Camina watched as their mother, struggling to pay the bills as a housekeeper, put herself through classes to become a nursing assistant. Her persistence became a model for her son and daughter.

“She really wants us to pursue our dreams,” Cleef said of his mother Guerda. “She wants to show us that if she could do it, we could also do it.”

Thanks to her encouragement, both Cleef and Camina are now students at UB. Being siblings on a college campus has its perks: Cleef, who is entering his senior year this fall, does what he can to help his younger sister navigate college life. He showed her around campus when she first started and helped her select classes.

Yet sending two children to college at the same time took its toll on the Valbonards’ household finances. As a single parent, Guerda said, she could not keep up with the costs.

It was within this context that Cleef was selected as the recipient of a scholarship founded by local philanthropist Dorothy Bannow Larson (known to her friends as “Dottie”). Cleef said the scholarship lifted a burden that weighed heavily on the family and that caused him so much worry.

“I was surprised and honored when I heard I got the scholarship,” he said. “It’s going to help a lot. Dottie Larson basically lifted those worries from my mind.”

As the Valbonards continue their studies, they have their sights set on big goals and on helping others. After completing her Human Services degree, Camina plans to pursue a career in social services. Whether working as a social worker or as a probation officer, she said, she wants to help people struggling in distressed neighborhoods. She was inspired to pursue the career path after participating in the Big Brothers Big Sisters program. “I want to help people who feel like they don’t have someone to talk to,” she said. “I want to be a role model.”

Cleef, who is majoring Health Sciences, plans to go on to graduate studies in order to become a radiologist. He said he chose the career field because he likes helping people and because it aligns with his academic interests. “I really liked the science section of my courses and I realized I could take that and apply it to my life every day,” he said.

The scholarship is the latest in a long line of local philanthropic enterprises championed by Larson, who has deep roots in the greater Bridgeport community. She is the daughter of industrialist Rudolph Bannow, who collaborated with Magnus Wahlstrom in founding Bridgeport Machines in 1939 and who later became a UB trustee.

After graduating from Tufts University, Larson became personnel director at Bridgeport Machines and, in the ’60s, made a name for herself as an advocate for people with intellectual disabilities. In 1963, she co-founded the Four Seasons Ball, which continues to be a major fundraiser for the Kennedy Center, a Trumbull-based agency serving people with disabilities.

Larson has gone on to make major philanthropic contributions to a wide variety of non-profit organizations in the greater Bridgeport region. Amid all of these endeavors, Larson has long devoted special attention to UB. She served on its Board of Trustees throughout the ’70s and ’80s and is currently a life trustee.

“The scholarship is the latest in a long line of local philanthropic enterprises championed by Larson, who has deep roots in the greater Bridgeport community. She is the daughter of industrialist Rudolph Bannow, who collaborated with Magnus Wahlstrom in founding Bridgeport Machines in 1939 and who later became a UB trustee.

After graduating from Tufts University, Larson became personnel director at Bridgeport Machines and, in the ’60s, made a name for herself as an advocate for people with intellectual disabilities. In 1963, she co-founded the Four Seasons Ball, which continues to be a major fundraiser for the Kennedy Center, a Trumbull-based agency serving people with disabilities.

Larson has gone on to make major philanthropic contributions to a wide variety of non-profit organizations in the greater Bridgeport region. Amid all of these endeavors, Larson has long devoted special attention to UB. She served on its Board of Trustees throughout the ’70s and ’80s and is currently a life trustee.

“Dottie Larson has been tireless in her support for communities in need,” said Marie Mulove, vice president for advancement at UB. “She has been a ray of hope for our students and the many people touched by her generosity.”
This list recognizes each gift given between July 1, 2018 and June 30, 2019. We regret any inadvertent omissions and thank all of our contributors for their generosity.

* Denotes annual giving of three or more consecutive years
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- Howard ‘59 & Maxine ’62 Ahern
- Academy of General Practice Chiropractic
- Adirondack Tract Company
- AGI, Inc.
- AILBDA, Inc.
- Ellen ’96 & Jack Alemany
- Danne M. Allston '91
- Cynthia L. Anderson '75
- Anonymous
- Arthur E. Landi
- Baybrook Remodelers, Inc.
- Beachside Development Fund
- David G. Beatty '79
- Benevity Community Impact Fund
- Joseph J. Bokun '92
- Marco D. Bonett-Marit
- Dr. David J. & Stacey J. Brady
- Bridgeport Hospital School of Nursing Alumnae Inc.
- Roland L. Brooks '78
- Elena Caballé '86, '92
- Eliza Cardone
- Ken Carney
- Anthony & Janet Carroll ‘59, 75
- Memich
- The Ford R. & Hansen W. Cavanaugh Memorial Foundation
- Connecticut Baseball Club Inc.
- Connecticut Innovations, Inc.
- The Connoly Family
- Grogan & DeMasi LLC
- Controlled Air Inc.
- Brian Crombue
- CT Port Elimination, Inc.
- Guzman & Waskofield
- Daphne Memorial FH & Cremation
- Mike Dane
- DATITCO
- The Delaney Memorial Foundation, Inc.
- Elizabeth Delacruz
- The Frederick A. & Delucia Foundation, Inc.
- Diamond Landscaping
- Dongguang Academy
- Diana Demontes
- Khald M. Elshehawy
- George Estrada
- B. Bradford Evans
- Fairfield County's Community Foundation
- Fairfield County's Community Foundation - Donor Advised Fund
- Larry Feldman '71
- Field Surf
- Alan Fischer '72
- Fischer Real Estate
- Aimee R. Marcella '12
- S. Edward Marder Family Foundation
- Linda Marder Welch '71
- S. Edward Marder Family Foundation
- Joseph ‘68 & Elaine ’62 Milletis
- Milone & MacBroom
- Michael A. Mihla
- Sheridan L. Moore '79, '88
- KCCMG Group Inc.
- Openstate Holdings, Inc.
- The Orthopaedics & Sports Medicine Center
- Kathy Oberg
- Jeffrey M. Oentric '75
- Robert G. Padula '69
- Lisa Macaroni D'Allesio
- Francon Poppe '70, '72
- People's United Insurance
- The Pepin Bottling Group
- Nancy Lupin-Penado '74, '84 & Raman Penado '79, '77
- Penfolds Illustration & Design LLC
- Aaron Pekus
- Ashley Perzyna & Jason Rivera
- Thomas J. Player '72
- Tina Fornatini '79
- Pulman & Comley LLC
- Louis Radler '53
- Kimberly Raisbeck
- RAM Building Group, LLC
- Raymond James Associates Inc.
- Reel Lighting Group of CT, LLC
- Martin Remick '71
- John F. Rivers
- Conference Organizer
- Joe Romano
- Chardonne Rouse
- Robert D. Specialty, LLC
- Richard L. Roseman
- Receivables Management
- RYAGAP
- Laura Saurnaer '78, '81, '87
- Michael M. Schreter '62
- Security Fidelity Services, USA, Inc.
- Frederick W. Sews '84
- Daniel J. & Marcia Shainis
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Linda McClellan
Carolyn '16 & David McCann
George Matthew, Jr.
Martrin Masterson
Anthony J. Mascia
Janice DeLia Martinez
Frank Martignetti
Philip & Phyllis '60 Marziale
Frank Magriartegi
John, '66, '70 & Megan Martin
James-Del in Martinez
Anthony J. Marcus
Martin Mastron
Benjamin Matthew
Leonard A. Matthes
Tommy Mattes
George Matthew, Jr.
John, '74
Carolina '16 & David McCaslin

UB President Laura
Skandern Scrable

"We are a
University of
stories and
each of us has
our own to tell."
“This school gave me a safe place to grow and to share my life with people who really care”

Juliet Taylor ’18

James S. Robinson ’73
Skip Bobo
Edmund E. Rock ’72
Hale H. Roll
Peter R. ’81 & Susan ’80 Rodgers &
Bruce Ross
Elizabeth Rodgers ’74
Melissa ’95 & Aaron ’17 Rogers
Jean Roland
Natalie Romano
Ariel Romano

Elizabeth Marston Power ’51
Evelyn Prelli
Prestige Development Services Inc.
Prudential Matching Gifts Center
Patty Prebythress
Melissa Przybyla ’90, ’91
Barbara W. Puffer ’72
Denise P. Parish 
John Queenan
Susan Quist
Bruce Ruben
Peter V. Raye  ’91
Raymond Ramanick
Robert ’80 & Heidi ’66 Rakowski &
Michael D. Rammell ’93
Steven Ros
Dana Hollins Rebak ’02
Jeanine ’80, ’81 & Gary Rosov
Carole ’66 & John ’64 Rohr
Mitchell Ross  ’93
Darcie Roxen
Alba Rosen ’97
Maryann Spear Reckberg ’73
Donald A. Bestor ’60
Emily M. Reipke  ’92
Tammy Richardson Zakoleski
Carolina Ro’ie ’88
Mary J. Bisg
Patricia G. Rigia ’71
Rebecca Rieg ’17
Mary J. Bisg
Katherine H. Pfeifer
Joe Petrin
Jamie Petrin
Terence A. Perrault  ’92
Diane A. Perna ’61, ’63
Stephen M. Perle ’
Huaxia Peng ’09, ’11
Karissa Peckham
Raymond Peach
Margaret C. Payne ’78
Harvey J. Paulin
Linda S. Paslov, Ed.D. ’77
Carol L. Papp ’81, ’85
Anthony Panza ’80
Nicholas A. Panuzio ’57, ’73, ’07
Joan Panagos ’81
Sara Paine
Joseph Padula
Katie Owsley
Dale Outhouse ’
Joel Otero
Ted Ostrowski ’77
Larry ’07 & Betsy ’10, ’16 Orman
Katie Orazio
Jared Orazio
Oppenheimer & Co. Inc.
Juliet Taylor ’18
Arielle Romeo ’
Natalie Romano
Melanie ’15 & Aaron ’17 Rogers
Renee Roen
Peter ’04 & Sarah ’04 Rodrigues
Helle Rode
Skip Rochette
Janice S. Robinson ’73
Gordon ’54 & Carmel ’53 Robertson
Ellen Roberts
Glenda Rivera
Patricia G. Rigia ’71
Rebecca Rieg ’17
Mary J. Bisg
Katherine H. Pfeifer
Joe Petrin
Jamie Petrin
Terence A. Perrault
Diane A. Perna ’04
Harvey J. Paulin
Margaret C. Payne ’78
Raymond Poutch
Arnold Pack
Karen Pockman  ’
Sai Lakshmi Praya Pedapadu ’17
Huissan Pong ’91
Lawrence W. Penrod ’79, ’75
Dominick A. Penta ’96
Nelson B. Perez ’02
Stephan M. Perl ’
Shane A. Penta ’61, ’83, ’93
Teresa A. Perrone  
Perry Medcall LTD
Micki Perry
Jamee Petrin
Joe Pettig
Katherine H. Pfeifer
Loccy Pfeifer
Law E. Pfeifer ’34
Bair Susan M. Pfeil ’88
Charles Phillips
Ishana Philips
Ellen Hyde Philips ’50, ’57
Bill J. and Tara ’14 Paiz
Dane Pearl
Richard Perlman  
Brendan Perl
Mark Pitcher
Anthony J. Plan ’02, ’04
Makala M. Place  ’
Joel J. Planck, MBA ’71
Addison Plumner
JJ Plume
Manette S. Poe
Norman ’81 & Elaine ’50 Polish
Jason Pomroy
Alexander M. Popivarchik ’19
Anatoli Popovcich
Andrea Popovich
Christina Popovich
Alan Potterfield

Kevin M. Smith ’05
Steven M. Smith
Kate Smullen
Elena Sokolovskaya
Wallace Southard ’31, ’39 & Media Roberto
Southard ’31
Donna R. Spade ’11, ’15, ’18
Gale W. Sprankel ’72
Amanda V. Stablom ’88
Michael Stephens ’92
Dawn Stearns
Matthew Stenger ’94, ’95
Mark Stewart
Gordon E. Steer ’77
Belle Stompf
Kathleen Stites
Sandra Stoklosa ’80
Linda Tamperek
Karen ’97 & Paul ’79 Tamek
Brett B. Tanaka ’02
Patricia Tandy ’
Andrea Tancrec
Abhaasha ’01 & Sandy ’00 Tibrewal
Joseph Tonelli
Joseph A. Tonelli
Lindsey A. Toper ’16
Thomas A. Torcini  ’
Rachelle Torres
Gabriella A. Trombley ’14
Nelson Trombley
Medea Toschikadze ’18, ’19
Royo Tsumji Bautista
Jinju M. Uhrig ’97
United Technologies Corporation
United Way of Coastal Fairfield County, Inc.
United Way Inc. *
Stephanie M. Vilain ’77
Julie A. Vizotto
Leila G. Vlahosdorff ’04
Thomas Volkman ’75
Bruce Van Bilkert ’73
Patricia F. Van de Griend ’75
Kate Van Doren
Suzanne Vanlenten ’09
Sally J. Vanlander ’14
Renato Varela
Danielle A. Varela ’17
Maximilian Van ’07
Linda Velez ’10
Evahidah Vennin
David D. Ventre ’68, ’69, ’83
Josephine Vint
Joseph Vittoria
Grazzanne Vogt
Gladys M. Vojak ’88, ’89
Samuel Vosburgh
April Vranos
Dominic E. Vranos
Tung Vu
Linda D. Wagner  
Wendal E. Varnerright
Andrea D. Walker ’10
David & Mary Walker
Mary A. Walker ’75, ’77
Robert M. Walker ’74
Sara Wallace
Michael D. Walker ’13
Stephen Walker ’72
Janet Warrner ’04
Janette Warrner ’75
Raymond L. Weber ’79
William P. Weber ’74
Julia C. Westerman ’77
Lance E. Weinberg ’67
Lawrence W. Wienke ’88
Trevor Youngberg
Trevor Youngberg Productions LLC
Yannick Yu & Hongdong Dong
Rens S. Zapolski
Sudarshan Zapolski
Michael Zapolski
Barbara Zapolsky ’58, ’71
Dr. Mag & A.R. A. Zaman
Laura Zoppa
Gary W. Zuidink ’70
Marion P. Zunzunen ’01
Patricia Zapolski
Barry J. Zakorski ’76

Maggie A. Webster ’77
Molly Weng ’12
Mary & Richard Welsh ’52
Alex W. White
Mandev White-Snow
Margaret Whinyey
Marinly L. Wiegman
Rebecca Whitters
Joceline B. Williams ’83
Sandra Skalitski Wills ’16
Robert L. Willer ’88
Cam Williams
Karen Sue Williams, RDH, BS, ’34, ’39, ’97
Olive Mitchell Williams
Bradley Wyler
Wyler & Associates, Inc.
Howard Wills ’30
Emily M. Wood ’79
Lucas ‘W. Wood ’38
Brandon T. Woods ’26
Ehsan R. Woods ’99
Sara Woodard ’70
Nicol Swartwood ’17
Robert L. Winstead ’83
Wu Wu ’00
Congsheng Wu & Xin Wang ’15
Richard W. Wales
Patricia Youngberg
Trevor Youngberg
Trevor Youngberg Productions LLC
Yannick Yu & Hongdong Dong
Rens S. Zapolski
Sudarshan Zapolski
Michael Zapolski
Barbara Zapolsky ’58, ’71
Dr. Mag & A.R. A. Zaman
Laura Zoppa
Gary W. Zuidink ’70
Marion P. Zunzunen ’01
Patricia Zapolski
Barry J. Zakorski ’76
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Ways to Give

GIFTS OF CASH
Gifts of cash may be made with a personal or cashier’s check, or by credit card.

ONLINE
To give online visit www.bridgeport.edu/giving.

MAIL OR PHONE
To give by mail, our address is Office of Advancement, 126 Park Avenue, 8th Floor, Bridgeport, CT 06604. To give by phone, call 203-576-4542. Gifts can be made by check or credit card (MasterCard, Visa, American Express). Please make checks payable to the University of Bridgeport.

STOCKS AND BONDS
A donation of stock by an electronic stock transfer or by gifting the stock certificate form to UB. Contact the Office of Annual Giving for instructions at 203-576-4542.

REAL ESTATE
If you own property that is not subject to a mortgage and has appreciated in value, a gift of real estate to the University may be an attractive option.

YOUR WILL
You may also make a deferred gift by naming the University in your Will. If you plan to do this, please notify us of your intentions.

GIFTS OF LIFE INSURANCE
Make a substantial gift with modest premium payments. This is also a good use of paid policies no longer needed for family members.

OFFICERS OF THE BOARD
Chair
Robert L. Berchem, Esq.
Partner, Berchem Moses P.C.
Vice Chair
Mark A. Fries
Senior Vice President, People’s United Insurance Agency
Secretary
Terrence J. O’Connor
Retired Executive Director, Cardinal Shehan Center
Assistant Secretary
Ashley M. Perzyna
Chief of Staff & Assistant Secretary of the Board of Trustees, University of Bridgeport

LIFE TRUSTEES
Gordon L. Anderson, Ph.D.
N. Donald Edwards ’57
Daniel J. Greaney ’50
Norge W. Jerome, Ph.D.
Mrs. Gilbert Larson
Mrs. Eleonora McCabe
The Honorable Nicholas A. Panuzio ’57
Richard L. Rubenstein, Ph.D.
S. George Santa ’53

MEMBERS, BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Shintaro Akatsu
President, Kamata, Inc.
Diane M. Allison, Esq.
Partner, Gunn, Godfrey & Allison
Paul Antinozzi, A.I.A
Principal, President, Antinozzi Associates, P.C.
Sean Carroll
President, Merit Insurance, Inc.
David F. D’Addario
Chairman & CEO, D’Addario Industries
Mrs. Henry B. duPont III
Community Representative
The Honorable Joseph P. Ganim
Mayor, City of Bridgeport
Leah Blatt Glasser, PhD
Professor of English, Mount Holyoke College
Abraham I. Gordon, Esq.
Partner, Gordon & Scala
Herman Green
President & CEO, Benman Industries
Carol Johnson Green
President, Little Green Angel
Thomas R. Haynes
President & CEO, Haynes Group
Barbara A. James
Managing Director, NFP
Phyllis J. Kalitowsky
President & CEO, ERE Building Corporation
Michael L. McVey
Senior Executive Vice President & Chief Human Resources Officer, People’s United Bank
M. T. O’Hara
President & Chief Executive Officer, People’s United Financial Services, Inc.
Ann M. Ryan, PhD
Professor of English, Le Moyne College
Frederick W. Serra
Managing Director, NFP
Lambert C. Shell, Sr., PhD
Director, Roosevelt Public Library
Bruce T. Silverstone
Retired President of Corporate Communications, Aquarion Water Company
Phillip G. Soeian
Financial Adviser, Primerica
Pierre M. Tardy
Retired Director of Merchandising & Store Operations, Scull & Company
Joseph Vittoria
Executive Vice President & CEO, Promotion in Motion Companies
Thomas G. Walsh, PhD
Chairman, Universal Peace Federation International
Martin F. Wolf, Esq.
Retired Principal, Cohen & Wolf
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